Section 1. Title
GLC Wooden Garden Beds

Sections 2. Statement of Purpose
This bill will provide the necessary funds for purchase of the raw materials needed to build two Garden beds. The purpose of these beds is to grow fresh herbs that can be used at each of the GLC kitchens. One bed will be placed near the north kitchen and the other will be placed at near the south kitchen.

Section 3. Statement of Policy
Jake Clark and the GLC senator think this could be a really good way to provide fresh herbs for the students that are living in the GLC and are off the meal plan. Jake Clark and Wynston Hamann will assemble the beds and plant the herbs. In addition to providing fresh herbs and creating something that looks beautiful, this project will also encourage community engagement in GLC residents who will use and help take care of the plants.

Section 4. Enactment
The Committee will allocate up to $100 to GLC senator Wynston Hamann for the purchase the wood, soil, plants, and paint needed. GLC Senator Wynston Hamann and Jake Clark will then purchase, build and set up each of the garden beds.

Section 5. Appropriation
100$ to GLC Senator Wynston Hamann via reimbursement by Business Manager Benjamin Meyers.